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An inspiring guide to cooking an assortment of healthy and allergen-free recipes.Eating WELL

with Debbie is a healthy lifestyle guide and clean eating recipe book that goes way beyond

food allergies or intolerances. Health starts with good eating habits, a positive active lifestyle,

and avoiding common food sensitivities and allergens. Eating WELL with Debbie demonstrates

that healthy cooking and eating a selective diet doesn’t have to be challenging or bland. The

recipes in this book are unique creations and healthier allergen-free versions of classic recipes

everyone knows and loves.This book is intended for anyone who may have eliminated dairy or

gluten from their diet or are simply looking to eat cleaner and lose weight. Anyone looking to

feel better, improve their health, and have some fun in the kitchen making great food will

benefit from Eating WELL with Debbie.Inside “Eating WELL with Debbie” you will find:-Over

130 healthy recipes- gluten-free/dairy-free/raw/paleo/vegan-Information about self-care-A

guide to kitchen essentials and food substitutions-Tips on how to optimize your kitchen and

pantry for healthy cooking-Guidelines for navigating the grocery store-How to decipher food

labels-Guides on how to cook healthfully on a budget and in a timely manner

Enter Pamela Ellgen's Keto Bowls Simple and Delicious Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes for your

Ketogenic Lifestyle. After receiving a copy of the cookbook and flipping through its pages, I was

ready to eat! Starting with the introduction, I felt validated as the author nailed it. My Pinterest

Board is in fact filled with colorful bowl photos of all the carb-loaded bowl recipes. All the

grains, all the fruit. We needed some keto recipes to fill our bowls! (Rebecca Huff

ThatOrganicMom.com)About the AuthorPamela Ellgen is the author of more than a dozen

cookbooks, including the best-selling The 5-Ingredient College Cookbook, The Gluten-Free

Cookbook for Families, and The Big Dairy Free Cookbook. Her work has been featured in

Outside Magazine, TODAY food, Healthline, Huffington Post, Edible Phoenix, Darling

Magazine, and The Portland Tribune. Pamela runs the website SurfGirlEats.com and lives in

Santa Barbara, California.
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Debbie Franco, “Not just a cookbook, it is made in the kitchen and tried with love. This book

also explains things.. Thank you Debbie Franco.”

The book by Deborah Franco has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 4 people have provided feedback.
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